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The recent measurement of the W boson mass by the CDF collaboration adds an anomaly to the
longstanding discrepancy in the muon anomalous magnetic moment, Δaμ. Although type-X in the two-
Higgs-doublet model provides an attractive solution to Δaμ through a light pseudoscalar A, the model
confronts the exotic Higgs decays of h → AA and the lepton flavor universality data in the τ and Z decays.
To save the model, we propose that the light pseudoscalar be Higgs-phobic. Through the random scanning
over the entire parameter space, we perform a comparative study of the Higgs-phobic type-X with and
without the CDFmW measurement, called the CDF and PDG cases, respectively. Both cases can explain the
two anomalies as well as all the other constraints, but have significant differences in the finally allowed
parameter space. For example, a small region with almost degenerate masses of new Higgs bosons around
100 GeV is allowed only in the PDG case. The cutoff scale of the model is also studied via the analysis of
renormalization group equations, which reaches up to 105 GeV (107 GeV) in the CDF (PDG) case. Since
the dominant decay modes are A → ττ, H → ZA, and H� → W�A in most of the viable parameter space,
we propose the 4τ þ VV 0 states as the golden discovery channel at the LHC.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.106.035002

I. INTRODUCTION

The CDF collaboration at the Fermilab National
Accelerator Laboratory has come out with the most precise
measurement of W boson mass [1]

mCDF
W ¼ 80.4335� 0.0094 GeV; ð1Þ

using the dataset collected at 8.8 fb−1 luminosity. The new
mass deviates from the Standard Model (SM) prediction of
mSM

W ¼ 80.357� 0.006 GeV [2] by 7σ. Previously the
world average of mW measurements [2] was only 1.8σ
standard deviation from mSM

W . The discrepancy of the W
mass still needs to be confirmed as there is a tension
between the CDF measurement and ATLAS report [3].
However, if we accept the new mass of W boson then the
validity of the SM is under serious question. An efficient
way to parametrize the discrepancy ofW boson mass is the

Peskin-Takeuchi oblique parameter (S, T, and U): a new
physics model beyond the SM (BSM) can be explored by
its contribution to the gauge boson self energies. In most
models, the contribution to U is significantly small, so
settingU ¼ 0 is usually accepted. Then we have large shift
of the central values [4–8] such that SCDF ¼ 0.15� 0.08
and TCDF ¼ 0.27� 0.06 with the correlation ρST ¼ 0.93
[4]. Various BSM models have been studied to explain the
new oblique parameters [4,6–57].
Another long-standing problem in particle physics is the

muon anomalous magnetic moment. The combined result
of the Fermilab National Accelerator Laboratory experi-
ment [58,59] and the Brookhaven National Laboratory
experiment [60] has shown a deviation from the SM
prediction [61–81] by 4.2σ, which is reported to be

Δaμ ¼ aexpμ − aSMμ ¼ 251ð59Þ × 10−11: ð2Þ

Two anomalies of mCDF
W and Δaμ call for new physics.

Several works have been done to simultaneously explain
the two anomalies in the context of Uð1Þ gauge extended
models with vectorlike leptons [82–84], vector leptoquark
model [85], scalar leptoquark model [86,87], Zee model
[88], vectorlike lepton models [89,90], a flavor conserving
two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [91], and next-to-
minimal supersymmetric model [92].
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In this paper, we study type-X (lepton-specific) 2HDM in
light of the CDFW boson mass and muon g − 2 anomalies.
Type-X has drawn a lot of interest as an explanation of Δaμ
[93–104]. One of its most salient characteristics is the
enhanced coupling of the BSM Higgs bosons (neutral CP-
even H, CP-odd A, and charged Higgs H�) to the leptons
by tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of two
Higgs doublet fields. Through the enhanced leptonic
coupling, type-X can explain muon g − 2 anomaly via
two loop Barr-Zee diagram with τ-loop [105,106]. The
contributions to Δaμ can be sizable and positive with large
tan β and small MA. However, a light pseudoscalar with
MA < mSM

h =2 opens up hSM → AA which is severely con-
strained by hSM → AA → 4τ=2μ2τ channels [107].
Kinematical solution of MA > mSM

h =2 demands very large
tan β above 100 for the explanation of Δaμ. Then this
extremely large tan β enhances the contributions to the
lepton flavor universality (LFU) data in the τ and Z decays,
which invalidates the model [103]. This motivates us to
consider the Higgs-phobic type-X where the vertex h-A-A
vanishes.
An essential question is how the changes of S and T due

to the CDF W boson mass affect the parameter space
compatible with the muon g − 2 as well as all the
theoretical and experimental constraints. To comprehen-
sively answer the question, we will perform a scan over
the entire parameter space in four steps, considering both
the old and new sets of S and T. In step I, we impose the
theoretical bounds (vacuum stability of the potential,
unitarity, perturbativity) and the muon g − 2 constraint.
In step II, we include the S and T parameters before and
after the CDF mW measurement. In step III, we impose the
Higgs precision data and the most updated direct search
bounds from the LEP, Tevatron, and LHC. In step IV, we
further restrict the parameter space through the global χ2 fit
toΔaμ and the LFU data. Based on the scan results, we will
find the common and different features before and after the
CDF mW measurement. Another important question is to
what energy scale the finally allowed parameter points
survive. We will perform the renormalization group equa-
tion (RGE) analysis to obtain the cutoff scale Λc of every
viable parameter point. The final question is how to probe
the Higgs-phobic type-X at the LHC. In the literature, the
multi-τ states have extensively been studied for type-X, 2τ
[108], 2μ2τ [109,110], bb̄τþτ− [111], 3τ [109,112], 4τ
[109,112], and 4τ þ V [112]. We will show that 4τ þ
ZW=WW is the golden discovery channel. These are our
new contributions.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II,

we give a brief review of type-X 2HDM and the character-
istics of the Higgs-phobic pseudoscalar. In Sec. III, we
do the parameter scanning for both old and new sets of
S and T values. In Sec. IV, we study the RGE evolutions
and the cutoff scales. Section V deals with the LHC

phenomenology of the Higgs-phobic type-X. Finally we
conclude in Sec. VI.

II. TYPE-X 2HDM WITH A HIGGS-PHOBIC
PSEUDOSCALAR BOSON

The 2HDM introduces two SUð2ÞL complex scalar
doublet fields with hypercharge Y ¼ þ1, Φ1 and Φ2 [113]:

Φi ¼
� wþ

i
viþρiþiηiffiffi

2
p

�
; ði ¼ 1; 2Þ ð3Þ

where v1 and v2 are the vacuum expectation values of
Φ1 and Φ2, respectively. The ratio of v2 to v1 defines
tan β≡ v2=v1.

1 The electroweak symmetry is broken by
v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v21 þ v22

p
¼ 246 GeV. We introduce a discrete Z2

symmetry to prevent the tree-level flavor-changing neutral
currents (FCNC) [114,115], under which Φ1 → Φ1 and
Φ2 → −Φ2. Allowing the softly broken Z2 symmetry and
retaining the CP invariance, we write the scalar potential as

VΦ ¼ m2
11Φ

†
1Φ1 þm2

22Φ
†
2Φ2 −m2

12ðΦ†
1Φ2 þ H:c:Þ

þ 1

2
λ1ðΦ†

1Φ1Þ2 þ
1

2
λ2ðΦ†

2Φ2Þ2 þ λ3ðΦ†
1Φ1ÞðΦ†

2Φ2Þ

þ λ4ðΦ†
1Φ2ÞðΦ†

2Φ1Þ þ
1

2
λ5½ðΦ†

1Φ2Þ2 þ H:c:�: ð4Þ

The 2HDM accommodates five physical Higgs bosons,
the lighter CP-even scalar h, the heavier CP-even scalar H,
the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and a pair of charged Higgs
bosons H�. For the relations of the mass eigenstates with
the weak eigenstates via two mixing angles of α and β, we
refer the reader to Ref. [116]. The SMHiggs boson hSM is a
linear combination of h and H, given by

hSM ¼ sβ−αhþ cβ−αH: ð5Þ

Two scenarios exist in explaining the SM-like Higgs boson
[117–119], the normal scenario where h is observed and the
inverted scenario where H is observed while h has been
hidden [54,103,120]. This work focuses on the normal
scenario, i.e., mh ¼ 125 GeV. Then, the Higgs coupling
modifier for a gauge boson pair, WþW− and ZZ, becomes

κV ¼ sβ−α: ð6Þ

If jsβ−αj ¼ 1, the couplings of h to the SM particles are the
same as in the SM, which is called the Higgs alignment.
The quartic couplings in Eq. (4) play a crucial role

in governing the perturbativity, unitarity, and vacuum

1In what follows, we will use the simplified notation of
sx ¼ sin x, cx ¼ cos x, and tx ¼ tan x.
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stability. Near the Higgs alignment limit, the quartic
couplings are [121]

λ1 ≃
1

v2
½m2

h þ t2βðM2
H −M2Þ�;

λ2 ≃
1

v2

�
m2

h þ
1

t2β
ðM2

H −M2Þ
�
;

λ3 ≃
1

v2
½m2

h −M2
H −M2 þ 2M2

H��;

λ4 ≃
1

v2
½M2 þM2

A − 2M2
H��;

λ5 ≃
1

v2
½M2 −M2

A�; ð7Þ

where M2 ¼ m2
12=ðsβcβÞ. When tβ is large, the perturba-

tivity of λ1 is particularly important [103]. The t2β terms in
λ1 easily break the perturbativity and unitarity unlessM2 is
almost the same as M2

H. The perturbativities of λ4 and λ5
with M2 ≈M2

H demand MH similar to MA and MH� :

M ≈MH ∼MA ∼MH� ; ð8Þ

where M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2

p
.

The Yukawa interactions of the SM fermions are para-
metrized by

L Yuk ¼ −
X
f

�
mf

v
ξhff̄fhþmf

v
ξHf f̄fH − i

mf

v
ξAf f̄γ5fA

�

−
� ffiffiffi

2
p

v
t̄ðmtξ

A
t P− þmbξ

A
bPþÞbHþ

þ
X
l¼μ;τ

ffiffiffi
2

p
ml

v
ξAl ν̄lPþlHþ þ H:c:

�
; ð9Þ

where P� ¼ ð1� γ5Þ=2. The Higgs coupling modifiers in
type-X are

ξht;b ¼ sβ−α þ
cβ−α
tβ

; ξhl ¼ sβ−α − cβ−αtβ;

ξHt;b ¼
sα
sβ

; ξHl ¼ cα
cβ

; ξAl ¼ 1

ξAt
¼ −

1

ξAb
¼ tβ: ð10Þ

For the trilinear scalar couplings, we parametrize the
Lagrangian as

L tri ¼ v

�
1

3!

X
φ0

λ̂φ3
0
φ3
0 þ

1

2
λ̂hhHhhH þ 1

2
λ̂hHHhHH

þ
X
φ0

�
1

2
λ̂φ0AAA

2φ0 þ λφ0HþH−HþH−φ0

��
: ð11Þ

where φ0 ¼ h, H.

Our central concern is the exotic decay of the observed
Higgs boson, h → AA, which is severely restricted by the
current Higgs precision data [117–119]. Since the muon
g − 2 anomaly requires a light pseudoscalar boson and h →
AA� → Aτþτ− also constrains the model for MA > mh=2,
we need to forbid the h-A-A vertex. So we consider type-X
with the Higgs-phobic pseudoscalar boson A, simply called
the Higgs-phobic type-X in what follows. The trilinear
coupling for the vertex is

λ̂hAA ¼ 1

4sβcβ
½ð2M2

A −m2
hÞcα−3β

− ð2M2
A þ 3m2

h − 4M2Þcαþβ�: ð12Þ

Since sβ−α and cβ−α are useful when dealing with the Higgs
precision data, we use the identities of

cα−3β
sβcβ

¼ −2sβ−α −
�
tβ −

1

tβ

�
cβ−α;

cαþβ

sβcβ
¼ 2sβ−α −

�
tβ −

1

tβ

�
cβ−α; ð13Þ

and rewrite λ̂hAA as

λ̂hAA¼ð2M2−2M2
A−m2

hÞsβ−αþðm2
h−M2Þ

�
tβ−

1

tβ

�
cβ−α:

ð14Þ

Then, the condition of λ̂hAA ¼ 0 accords with

Higgs-phobic A∶
sβ−α
cβ−α

¼−
�
tβ −

1

tβ

�
m2

h−M2

2M2− 2M2
A −m2

h

:

ð15Þ

Note that the exact Higgs alignment cannot coexist with the
Higgs-phobic A. Since sβ−α is determined by tβ, M2, and
MA, the model has five parameters of

ftβ;MA;MH;MH� ;M2g: ð16Þ

An interesting consequence of the Higgs-phobic A is that
the Higgs alignment naturally arises, although not exact. In
Fig. 1, we show sβ−α as a function ofM satisfying Eq. (15).
Here we take the positive cβ−α scheme as in the public codes
of 2HDMC [122], HIGGSSIGNALS [123], and HIGGSBOUNDS

[124]. In Fig. 1, two cases are considered, MA ¼ 70 GeV
(left panel) and MA ¼ 300 GeV (right panel), with
tβ ¼ 100. In both cases, jsβ−αj ≈ 1 in the most range of
M. If we restrict ourselves to M ∼MA, as shown by the
colored regions corresponding to M ∈ ½0.5MA; 2MA�, the
preference for the alignment is greater.
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Brief comments on the wrong-sign Yukawa coupling of
the tau lepton are in order here. The current Higgs precision
data still allow the possibility that κV and ξhb;τ have opposite
signs. In the literature, the LHC phenomenology of the
wrong-sign b quark Yukawa coupling in type-II has been
extensively studied [125–129]. In type-X with large tβ,
however, ξhb has the same sign with κV . Wrong-sign Yukawa
coupling is only possible for the tau lepton. In the positive
cβ−α scheme, caution is needed since the negative sign of
ξhτ does not mean the wrong-sign τ Yukawa coupling. If
sβ−α ¼ −1, all of the Higgs coupling modifiers have
negative sign as κV ¼ ξht;b;τ ¼ −1, which indicates the
right-sign. In summary, the right-sign and wrong-sign of
the tau lepton Yukawa coupling are defined by

right-sign∶ ξhτ × sgnðsβ−αÞ > 0;

wrong-sign∶ ξhτ × sgnðsβ−αÞ < 0: ð17Þ
III. SCANNING STRATEGIES AND THE RESULTS

Focusing on the Higgs-phobic type-X, we study the
implication of the CDF mW and muon g − 2 anomalies as
well as the other theoretical and experimental constraints.
Over the randomly generated parameters in the ranges of

tβ∈ ½1;200�; m2
12∈ ½0;15000�GeV2;

MH ∈ ½130;1000�GeV; MA∈ ½10;200�GeV;
MH� ∈ ½80;1000�GeV; ð18Þ

we cumulatively enforce the following constraints in four
steps2:

(1) step I: Δaμ þ theory
(a) First, we obtain sβ−α from the model parameters

in Eq. (16) parameters by using the Higgs-phobic
condition in Eq. (15). For efficient scanning, we
preliminary demand 0.8 < jsβ−αj < 1, consider-
ing the most updated results on the Higgs
coupling modifiers [117].

(b) We demand the bounded-from-below potential
[137], the unitarity of scalar-scalar scatterings
[113,138], the perturbativity of Higgs quartic
couplings [120], and the stability of the vacuum
[139–141].

(c) We require that the model explains Δaμ in
Eq. (2). The contributions to Δaμ in the
2HDM are summarized in Appendix A.

(2) step II: EWPDþ step I
We consider the Peskin-Takeuchi oblique param-

eters S and T with U ¼ 0 before and after the CDF
mW measurement [4], called the PDG and CDF
cases, respectively:

PDG∶ SPDG ¼ 0.05� 0.08; TPDG ¼ 0.09� 0.07;

ρPDG ¼ 0.92; ð19Þ

CDF∶ SCDF ¼ 0.15� 0.08; TCDF ¼ 0.27� 0.06;

ρCDF ¼ 0.93; ð20Þ

where ρ is the correlation between S and T. In the
2HDM, the oblique parameters have been exten-
sively studied [142–149]. We use the public code
2HDMC [122], which adopt the calculation of
Refs. [147,148]. Then, we perform the χ2 analysis
in the ðS; TÞ plane, requiring p > 0.05.

(3) step III: Colliderþ step II
(a) The Higgs precision data are checked via the

public code HIGGSSIGNALS-v2.6.2 [123] which

FIG. 1. sinðβ − αÞ as a function of Mð≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2

p
Þ in the Higgs-phobic type-X. For tβ ¼ 100, we consider MA ¼ 70 GeV (left) and

MA ¼ 300 GeV (right). The colored regions correspond to M ∈ ½0.5MA; 2MA�.

2An important constraint is from flavor physics like b → sγ
[135,136]. In type-X, the region with small tβ and the light
charged Higgs boson is significantly constrained: tan β > 2.7ð2.6Þ
for MHþ ¼ 110ð140Þ GeV [135]. But the observed Δaμ requires
large tβ, for which the FCNC processes do not affect.
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takes into account 111 Higgs observables [150–
157]. Since our model has five parameters, the
number of degrees of freedom is 106. Based on
the χ2 value from the HIGGSSIGNALS, we demand
that the p-value should be larger than 0.05.

(b) The direct searches for BSM Higgs bosons at
the LEP, Tevatron, and LHC are examined by
using the open code HIGGSBOUNDS-v5.10.2
[124]. We exclude a parameter point if any
cross section predicted by the model exceeds the
observed 95% C.L. upper bound.

(4) step IV: LFU þ step III
We perform a global χ2 fit of the Higgs-phobic

type-X to Δaμ and the following LFU data:
(a) For the τ decay, we adopt the HFLAV global fit

results of [158]

gτ
gμ

;
gτ
ge

;
gμ
ge

;

�
gτ
gμ

�
π

;

�
gτ
gμ

�
K

: ð21Þ

One redundant degree of freedom should be
removed since it has a zero eigenvalue in the
covariance matrix.

(b) We include the Michel parameters [159,160]
from the energy and angular distributions of l−

in the decay of τ− → l−νντ:

ρe; ðξδÞe; ξe; ημ; ρμ; ðξδÞμ; ξμ; ξπ; ξρ; ξa1 :

ð22Þ

(c) We also include the accurate measurement of the
leptonic Z decays. Two ratios of the partial decay
rates are considered [161]:

ΓðZ → μþμ−Þ
ΓðZ → eþe−Þ ;

ΓðZ → τþτ−Þ
ΓðZ → eþe−Þ : ð23Þ

The theoretical calculations of the LFU observable in type-
X are summarized in Appendix B and the experimental data
are referred to Ref. [103]. Including Δaμ, we have 17
independent observables in the global fit. Since the model
parameters have already been restricted through step I, II,
and III, we consider the number of degrees of freedom to be
Ndof ¼ 17 and demand the p-value larger than 0.01. In the
SM, the p-value is only 0.003 [103].
We randomly scan the five-dimensional parameter space

in Eq. (18). For the PDG and CDF cases, we independently
obtained 107 parameter points that pass step I. Setting step I
as the reference, we calculate the survival probabilities at
each step:

PDG∶ Pstep II ¼ 5.47%; Pstep III ¼ 3.15%;

Pstep IV ¼ 0.62%;

CDF∶ Pstep II ¼ 1.56%; Pstep III ¼ 1.00%;

Pstep IV ¼ 0.21%: ð24Þ

The Higgs-phobic type-X does have considerable param-
eter points that explain all the constraints. The validity of
the model is largely irrelevant to whether we take the PDG
or CDF case, but the survival probabilities are different.
The PDG case has approximately three times greater
probability than the CDF. But just because the PDG case
has more viable parameter points does not mean it is a
better solution.
Now we investigate which constraint excludes which

region of the parameter space. First, we present tβ versus
MA at step I in Fig. 2, which is common for the PDG and
CDF cases. The color code indicates Δaμ. The observed
Δaμ allows the band shape in ðMA; tβÞ. We need large tβ
above ∼35 and light MA below ∼170 GeV. MA above
170 GeV is also feasible if tβ is greater than 200. But we
avoid too large tβ to retain the perturbativity of the Yukawa
coupling of the tau lepton to the BSM Higgs bosons.
As we go through the remaining steps, the masses of the

other BSMHiggs bosons are also constrained. In Fig. 3, we
show MH� versus MA with the color code of MH at step II
(left panels), step III (middle panels), and step IV (right
panels). We compare the PDG case (upper panels) with the
CDF (lower panels). Let us begin with their common
features. The first and most important one is that upper
bounds exist on the masses of new Higgs bosons, which
appear in step II. It is because the light MA, which is

FIG. 2. Allowed regions of ðMA; tan βÞ at step I with Δaμ and
the theoretical constraints. The color code indicates Δaμ.
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required to explainΔaμ, brings downMH andMH� to yield
small S and T. The upper bounds on MH and MH� remain
almost intact to the last step such thatMH;H� ≲ 600 GeV in
both cases.
The second common feature is the exclusion of the

lower-left corner in ðMA;MH�Þ at step III (Collider),
mainly from h → τþτ−. In Fig. 4, we show for the CDF
caseMH� versusMA with the color code of jξhτ j (left panel)
and cβ−α (right panel) over the parameter points that pass
step II (EWPD). As can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 4,

the area that disappears as we go from step II to step III in
Fig. 3 almost coincides with the region of too large jξhτ j.
This behavior is attributed to ξhτ in Eq. (10). When the
Higgs alignment is broken even a little, large tβ increases
jξhτ j unacceptably. To reveal the feature in more detail, we
present cβ−α via the color code over the plane of
ðMA;MH�Þ in the right panel of Fig. 4. The region with
light MA and light MH� has relatively sizable cβ−α, which
further enhances jξhτ j. So, the exclusion by h → τþτ−
results in the lower bound on MH� for light MA.

FIG. 3. MH� versusMA at step II (left), step III (middle), and step IV (right), with the color code indicatingMH . We consider the PDG
case (upper) and the CDF case (lower).

FIG. 4. For the parameter points that pass step II, MH� versus MA with the color code of jξhτ j (left) and with the color code of cβ−α
(right). We focus on the CDF case.
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The third common feature is that the global fit toΔaμ and
the LFU data removes most of the parameter space with
MA ≳ 38 GeV: the exceptional island-shaped region in the
PDG case is deferred until we discuss the differences
between the PDG and CDF cases. The exclusion of MA ≳
38 GeV is primarily from the tree-level contributions to the
lepton flavor violating decays of the tau lepton, mediated
by the charged Higgs boson. The key parameter is [103]

δtree ¼
mμmτt2β
M2

H�
: ð25Þ

Large tβ, which corresponds to heavy MA because of Δaμ,
blows up the χ2LFU value. So only the region with very light
MA is finally allowed.
Even though the PDG and CDF cases share many

common features, significant differences also exist. The
first noticeable difference is the island-shaped region at step
IV in the PDG case. To facilitate discussion below, let us
call this special region the PDG-island and call the bulk
region withMA ≲ 38 GeV the mainland. The parameters in
the PDG-island are populated around

PDG-island∶MH ∈ ½130.0;165.3�GeV;
MA ∈ ½84.1;111.9�GeV;

MH� ∈ ½96.5;127.9�GeV; tβ > 154.9: ð26Þ

In the CDF case, however, the parameter points in Eq. (26)
are excluded from step II. To understand the origin, let
us present the oblique parameter T in the limit of
MA ≃MH ≃MH� :

T ≃
ΔMAΔMH

12π2αv2
; if MH� ≃MA ≃MH; ð27Þ

where ΔMi ¼ Mi −MH� . The TCDF in Eq. (20) requires
ΔMA;H ≳ 80 GeV that the PDG-island cannot satisfy. On
the contrary, TPDG permits the mass degeneracy among
BSM Higgs bosons, which the PDG-island requires.
An important question about the PDG-island is how it

can evade the most profound constraints from the LFU
data. As discussed before, the key parameter δtree in
Eq. (25) requires small tβ and thus light MA. But there
exists an alternative way to evade the LFU constraints
through another key parameter of

ϵτtree ¼ δtree

�
δtree
8

−
mμ

mτ

gðρμτ Þ
fðρμτ Þ

�
; ð28Þ

where gðxÞ, fðxÞ, and ρij are referred to Appendix B. If the
first and second terms in Eq. (28) are exquisitely canceled,
the value of χ2LFU can be substantially reduced. The
cancellation demands a relation of MH� to tβ. In Fig. 5,
we showMH� versus tβ with the color code of χ2LFU over the

finally allowed parameter points in the PDG case. Here we
only show the parameter points with χ2LFU < 33.41, i.e.,
p > 0.01 with 17 degrees of freedom. It is clearly seen that
the minimum of χ2LFU occurs in the mainland region with
MH� ≳ 250 GeV and tβ ≃ 35. Almost all the parameter
points outside the mainland have p-value below 0.01.
Exceptional is the band-shape PDG-island with MH� ∈
½96.5; 127.9� GeV and tβ > 154.9, which accommodates
the cancellation in Eq. (28).
The second difference between the PDG and CDF cases

is the lower bound on MH� for MA ≲ 38 GeV: MH� ≳
250 GeV in the PDG case while MH� ≳ 300 GeV in the
CDF case. The difference begins in step II. When
MA ≪ MH� , S and T are approximated into

S ≃ −
5

72π
;

T ≃ −
MH�ΔMH

16π2αv2

�
1 −

ΔMH

6MH�
þO

�
ΔM3

H

M3
H�

��
: ð29Þ

The positive TCDF in Eq. (20) prefers negative and nonzero
ΔMH for lightMA. Therefore, the heavy mass of H, above
125 GeV by definition, pushes up the lower bound onMH�

in the CDF case. The substantial mass gap between MA
and MH� guarantees the dominant decay mode of
H� → W�A. In the PDG case, there are two different
regions in the charged Higgs boson phenomenology, the
mainland region with MH� ≳ 250 GeV and the island
region with MH� ≃ 100 GeV.
The third difference is found in the allowed tβ and sβ−α.

In Fig. 6, we present tβ versus jsβ−αj with the color code of
MH� at step II (left), step III (middle), and step IV (right).
We compare the results of the PDG (upper) with those of

FIG. 5. MH� versus tβ at step IV with the color code indicating
χ2LFU. We focus on the PDG case.
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the CDF (lower). The generic feature of the Higgs-phobic
type-X, the almost exact Higgs alignment, appears from
step II. When imposing the Higgs precision data at step III,
the tendency toward the Higgs alignment is stronger. A
dramatic change occurs in step IV. Large tβ above ∼65 is
excluded in the CDF case. In the PDG case, however, the
region with tβ ∈ ½170; 200� and jsβ−αj ≈ 1 remains, corre-
sponding to the PDG-island.
The last difference is the sign of the tau lepton Yukawa

coupling. Considering the definitions of the right-sign and
wrong-sing τ Yukawa coupling in Eq. (17), we present ξhτ ×
sgnðsβ−αÞ via color codes over the parameter space of
ðMA;MH�Þ in Fig. 7. The mainland withMA ≲ 38 GeV, in
the PDG and CDF cases, has wrong-sign τ Yukawa
coupling, as discussed in Ref. [112]. In the PDG-island,
however, right-sign τ Yukawa coupling is also possible in a
sizable portion, about 10%, of the finally allowed param-
eter space. It is attributed to almost 100% alignment in the
PDG-island (see Fig. 7): if cβ−α is small enough to suppress
the large tβ in Eq. (10), ξhτ and sβ−α have the same sign.
Probing the wrong-sign τ Yukawa coupling at the LHC will
give us an important implication on the PDG-island.

IV. CUTOFF SCALES VIA THE RGE ANALYSIS

Now that the Higgs-phobic type-X is shown to explain all
the constraints, a question arises as to what energy scale this
model is valid. To answer the question, we run each
parameter point via the RGE and check three conditions
—unitarity, perturbativity, and vacuum stability—as

increasing the energy scale. If any condition is broken at
a particular energy scale, we stop the evolution and record
the energy scale as the cutoff scale Λc.
We use the public code 2HDME [162,163] to run the

following parameters:

gs; g; g0; λ1;…;5; ξh;H;A
f ; m2

ij; vi; ði¼ 1;2Þ: ð30Þ

First, we convert the model parameters in Eq. (16) and
Eq. (30). The top quark pole mass ofmpole

t ¼ 173.4 GeV is
used to match the 2HDM to the SM parameters. The

FIG. 6. tan β versus j sinðβ − αÞj with color code of MH� at step II (left), step III (middle), and step IV (right). We compare the PDG
(upper) and the CDF (lower).

FIG. 7. MH� versus MA with the color code of ξhτ × sgnðsβ−αÞ
in the PDG case.
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boundary conditions atmpole
t are referred to Ref. [162]. And

we evolve them into higher energy scale through the one-
loop RGE.3

To present the high energy scale behavior of all the
viable parameter points, we show the distribution of Λc in
Fig. 8, focusing on the CDF case. We compare the Λc
distribution of the parameter points at step III (left panel)
with those at step IV (right panel). The “rate” in the y-axis
denotes the ratio NΛc

=Nstep, where NΛc
is the number of

the parameter points with the cutoff scale Λc and Nstep is
the total number of the parameter points at step III (left
panel) and at step IV (right panel). At step III, the Higgs-
phobic type-X is stable up to about 107 GeV. After step
IV, however, the model is valid only up to about 105 GeV.
Although the Higgs-phobic type-X is a viable model at
the electroweak scale, it needs an extension at the energy
scale not far from the LHC reach. Future colliders atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 100 TeV, such as the Future hadron-hadron
Circular Collider (FCC-hh) at CERN [164] and the
CEPC [165,166], are expected to find a hint of the
next-level BSM model.
If we further require a high cutoff scale, the parameter

space is considerably constrained. For Λc > 1 TeV, the
surviving probability is almost halved. If Λc > 10 TeV, the
survival probability in the CDF case goes down to 0.01%
with the parameter points of

if ΛCDF
c > 10 TeV∶ MA ∈ ½11; 38� GeV;
MH ∈ ½249; 306� GeV;MH� ∈ ½283; 338� GeV;
M ∈ ½249; 306� GeV;
tβ ∈ ½36.6; 64.7�: ð31Þ

Since the BSM Higgs boson masses are within the LHC
reach, we expect that the HL-LHC can probe the model
with high Λc.
The final discussion is on the difference in the high-

energy scale behaviors between the PDG and CDF cases.
In Fig. 9, we present the cutoff scales via the color code in
the finally allowed ðMA;MH�Þ. The left (right) panel
shows the results in the PDG (CDF) case. The difference
is clear. The PDG case can accommodate a larger cutoff
scale. In the mainland region with MA ≲ 38 GeV, Λc can
go up to 106 GeV, which is about ten times higher than
Λc in the CDF case. In the PDG-island, the cutoff scale
is much higher up to about 107 GeV. In terms of the high
energy scale stability, the PDG-island is the most
attractive.

V. GOLDEN DISCOVERY CHANNELS
AT THE LHC

For the LHC phenomenology of the Higgs-phobic type-
X, we first study the branching ratios of the BSM Higgs
bosons. The pseudoscalar boson decays only into the
fermionic sector: neither light MAð≲38 GeVÞ nor approx-
imately degenerate MA with MH;H� in the PDG-island can
accommodate the bosonic decays of A → H�W�ð�Þ=HZð�Þ.
Furthermore, the suppressed couplings of A to the quark
sector by large tβ make A → τþτ− dominant [109,130]: its
branching ratio is almost 100%. Another interesting decay
channel is A → μþμ−. Although it has a small branching
ratio of about 0.3%, the absence of neutrinos helps
reconstruct the pseudoscalar mass. On the other hand,
H� and H can have the bosonic decay modes of H� →
W�A and H → ZA for light MA. Since their partial decay
widths are enhanced by a factor of ðM2

H�=m2
WÞ2 and

ðM2
H=m

2
ZÞ2 respectively, H� → W�A and H → ZA are

dominant in the mainland regions.

FIG. 8. Distributions of the cutoff scales of the parameter points at step III (left) and step IV (right) in the CDF case.

3The two-loop results are not substantially different from the
one-loop results.
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In Fig. 10, we present the branching ratios of H� (left)
and H (right) in the PDG (upper) and CDF cases (lower)
over the finally allowed parameter points. The results of the
PDG-island correspond to separate groups of the points for
the light MH�=MH in the upper panels. In the PDG-island,
H� → τν and H → τþτ− have almost 100% branching

ratios. The muon modes, H� → μν and H → μþμ−, have
about 0.3% branching ratios, which are omitted to avoid
congestion. In the PDG-island, the bosonic decay modes
are extremely suppressed such that BðH� → AW�Þ ≲
1.1 × 10−5 and BðH → AZ�Þ ≲ 3.5 × 10−5. In the main-
land regions of the PDG and CDF cases, the bosonic decay

FIG. 9. Cutoff scales via the color code in the finally allowed ðMA;MH�Þ. The left (right) shows the results in the PDG (CDF) case.

FIG. 10. Branching ratios of H� (left panels) and H (right panels) in the PDG (upper panels) and CDF cases (lower panels), over the
parameter points at the final step IV. The muon modes are not shown for simplicity.
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modes of H� and H are dominant over the leptonic modes.
The minimum of BðH� → W�AÞ is about 60% (70%) in
the PDG (CDF) case. And BðH → ZAÞ is above about 60%
in both the PDG and CDF cases.
Based on the branching ratios, we study the multi-τ

states through the electroweak processes. First, 3τ þ ν
states are from

3τ þ ν∶ pp → H�A → ½τ�ντ�½τþτ−�;
pp → H�H → ½τ�ντ�½τþτ−�: ð32Þ

The 4τ states consist of

4τ∶ pp → HA → ½τþτ−�½τþτ−�; ð33Þ

4τ þ V∶ pp → H�A → ½W�A�A → ½W�τþτ−�½τþτ−�;
pp → HA → ½ZA�A → ½Zτþτ−�½τþτ−�; ð34Þ

4τþVV 0∶ pp→H�H→ ½W�A�½ZA�→ ½Wτþτ−�½Zτþτ−�;
pp→HþH− → ½WþA�½W−A�

→ ½Wþτþτ−�½W−τþτ−�; ð35Þ

where Vð0Þ ¼ Z;W�. The production of HA (H�A), medi-
ated by Z (W�), is favored by the Higgs alignment because
the vertex of Z-H-A (W�-H�-A) is proportional to sβ−α.
To calculate the production cross sections of the multi-τ

states, we first implement the type-X 2HDM in

FEYNRULES [131] to obtain the universal FeynRules output
(UFO) [132]. Interfering the UFO file with MADGRAPH5-
AMC@NLO [133], we compute the cross-sections of
pp → H�A=H�H=HA=HþH− at 14 TeV LHC using
NNPDF31_LO_AS_0118 [134] parton distribution function
set. The two-body cross sections are multiplied by relevant
branching ratios of A, H� and H from the 2HDMC [122].4

Figure 11 presents the parton level cross-sections of 3τ
and 4τ states in Eqs. (32) and (33). We compare the PDG
results (upper panels) with the CDF results (lower panels).
The left panels show the cross-sections of the 3τ and 4τ
states without a gauge boson. In the middle (right) panels,
we show the cross-sections of 4τ þ V (4τ þ VV 0). The
PDG-island, which corresponds toMH� ≲ 128 GeV in the
upper panels, shows different behaviors: the cross sections
of 3τ and 4τ are substantially large, of the order of 1 pb
and 100 fb respectively; the cross sections of 4τ þ V and
4τ þ VV 0 are highly suppressed like σðpp → 4τ þ VV 0Þ≲
10−7 fb. It is attributed to the similar masses of BSM
Higgs bosons as in Eq. (26), which suppress the bosonic
decays. So, 3τ and 4τ states are the golden modes for
the PDG-island. On the other hand, the PDG-mainland
yields a similar signal rates to the CDF. The cross sections
of 4τ þ V is several times larger than those of 3τ=4τ
due to the dominant bosonic decays of H� and H.

FIG. 11. Production cross-sections of multi-τ states as a function of MH� : 3τ=4τ (left), 4τ þWðZÞ (middle), and 4τ þ ZWðWWÞ
(right). The PDG (CDF) results are in the upper (lower) panels.

4The 2HDM UFO file in the MADGRAPH misses some important
decay modes of BSM scalar bosons such as H� → cs and
A → gg.
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The cross-sections of 4τ þ VV 0 are a few times smaller
than those of 4τ þ V.
Now we discuss the correlation of the signal rates to the

cutoff scales. Among six processes in Eqs. (33), (34), and
(35), we concentrate on 3τ þ ν and 4τ þ ZW for the PDG
case while 4τ þ ZW and 4τ þWW for the CDF case. The
3τ þ ν state targets the PDG-island. In Fig. 12, we present
the cross sections as a function ofMH� with the color code
indicating Λc. The PDG results are in the upper panels, and
the CDF results are in the lower panels. The color codes
clearly show that all four processes have maximal signal
rates when the cutoff scale is large. This correlation to Λc

has a remarkable implication on the LHC phenomenology,
such that the more valid the model is, the higher the
discovery potential at the LHC is.
Based on the results in Figs. 11 and 12, we propose

4τ þ VV 0 as the golden channel to probe the Higgs-phobic
type-X. First, the process, if observed at the HL-LHC, can
exclude the PDG-island. The second merit is that the higher
cutoff scale guarantees the larger cross section. The most

important merit of 4τ þ VV 0 is almost background-free
environment. For the irreducible backgrounds, we calculate
the parton level cross sections of 4τ þ ZW� and 4τ þ
WþW− in the SM by using the MADGRAPH5-AMC@NLO

[133]. We minimally impose the kinematic cuts on τ as
pτ
T > 10 GeV, jητj < 2.5, and ΔRðτ; τÞ > 0.4. The SM

cross sections are σðpp → 4τ þ ZW�Þ ≃ 0.26 ab and
σðpp → 4τ þWþWÞ ≃ 0.54 ab, which are negligible.
Reducible backgrounds are the production of four QCD
jets plus ZW� or WþW−, where the QCD jets are
misidentified as hadronically decaying tau lepton, τh.
Considering the mistagging rates of Pj→τh ¼ 0.02 in the
one-prong decays and Pj→τh ¼ 0.01 in the three-prong
decays, it is hard for the QCD jets to mimic the 4τ states. In
addition, the large missing transverse energy cut addition-
ally helps to tame the QCD jet backgrounds. Other possible
reducible backgrounds would be tt̄þ jets, V þ jets, and
VV 0 þ jets. We can significantly reduce VðV 0Þ þ jets back-
grounds by imposing the selection cuts like nl ≥ 2 and

FIG. 12. The correlation between the cutoff scale Λc and the signal rates. In the PDG case, we present σðpp → 3τ þ νÞ in the upper-
left panel and σðpp → 4τ þ ZWÞ in the upper-right panel, as a function of MH� . In the CDF case, we show σðpp → 4τ þ ZWÞ in the
lower-left panel and σðpp → 4τ þWWÞ in the lower-right panel. The color codes indicate the cutoff scale Λc.
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nτh ≥ 4, where l ¼ e, μ. In addition to that, the b-veto will
kill the tt̄þ jets background.
Nevertheless, there are concerns about the tau tagging.

Due to the low mass of A and the decay chains involving
W� and Z, the τ-jets will be soft, which results in a low
τ-tagging efficiency. In that situation, an alternative would
be to consider the mixed state like 2lþ 2τh decay mode of
4τ [109]. Then the final state of 2lþ 2τh þ ZW�ðWþW−Þ
with leptonic decays of Z and W� results in five (four) l’s,
of which the backgrounds are negligible. In the era of the
new W boson mass and the persistent Δaμ, it is worth
studying the feasibility of 4τ þ VV 0 states at the high
luminosity phase of LHC, which we leave for our
future study.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The recent measurement of the W boson mass by the
CDF collaboration requests new physics beyond the SM:
the Peskin-Takeuchi parameters significantly deviate from
the SM expectation like SCDF ¼ 0.15� 0.08 and TCDF ¼
0.27� 0.06 with U ¼ 0. Another anomaly from the muon
anomalous magnetic moment has been around for some
time. Type-X in the 2HDM is one of the most attractive
solutions for the muon g − 2 via a light pseudoscalar boson.
Since the ordinary type-X suffers from h → AA and the
lepton flavor universality data in the τ and Z decays, we
have proposed the Higgs-phobic pseudoscalar in type-X.
Through random scanning of the model parameters, we

impose the theoretical and experimental constraints step by
step: step I is for the muon g − 2 and theoretical stabilities;
step II is for the oblique parameters before and after the CDF
mW measurement; step III applies the Higgs precision data
and the direct search bounds at high energy colliders; step
IV includes the global χ2 fit to Δaμ and the LFU data. The
most important consequence is that the Higgs-phobic type-
X can explain not onlymCDF

W and Δaμ anomalies but also all
the other constraints, including the LFU observables.
Our main results are summarized as follows:
1. The muon g − 2 anomaly requires light MA and

large tβ.
2. The PDG and CDF cases share some common

features:
(i) The theoretical constraints and the electroweak

oblique parameters put the upper bounds
on MH;H� ≲ 600 GeV.

(ii) The LFU data plays the essential role in the
curtailment of the parameter space, eliminating
most of the region with MA ≳ 38 GeV and
tβ ≳ 70.

3. There exist meaningful differences between the
PDG and CDF cases:
(i) Only in the PDG case, a small region where

MA ≃MH� ≃MH ≃ 100 GeV survives to the
last step, called the PDG-island.

(ii) The PDG-island accommodates both the right-
sign and wrong-sign tau lepton Yukawa cou-
pling, while outside the PDG-island only the
wrong-sign τ Yukawa coupling is allowed.

(iii) The lower bound on MH� for MA ≲ 38 GeV is
different,MH� ≳ 250 GeV in the PDG case but
MH� ≳ 300 GeV in the CDF case.

(iv) The cutoff scale in the PDG case can go higher
than in the CDF case, the former up to 107 GeV
and the latter to 105 GeV.

4. We propose the 4τ states associated with ZW orWW
as the golden discovery modes at the LHC for the
CDF case, because of the background-free envi-
ronment.
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APPENDIX A: CONTRIBUTIONS TO Δaμ IN
TYPE-X

In the 2HDM, there exist two kinds of contributions to
Δaμ, one-loop contributions and two-loop Barr-Zee con-
tributions [105,106]. The one-loop contributions mediated
by H, A, and H� are [167]

Δa1−loopμ ¼ GFm2
μ

4π2
ffiffiffi
2

p
X
ϕ

ðξϕμ Þ2ρμϕfϕðρμϕÞ; ðA1Þ

where ϕ ¼ fH;A;H�g and ρij ¼ m2
i =m

2
j . The loop function

fϕ is

fHðρÞ ¼
Z

1

0

dx
x2ð2 − xÞ
1 − xþ ρx2

;

fAðρÞ ¼ −
Z

1

0

dx
x3

1 − xþ ρx2
;

fH�ðρÞ ¼ −
Z

1

0

dx
xð1 − xÞ

1 − ρð1 − xÞ : ðA2Þ

At two-loop level, dominant contributions are from the
Barr-Zee type diagrams with heavy fermions in the loop,
given by [105]

ΔaBZμ ¼ GFm2
μ

4π2
ffiffiffi
2

p αem
π

X
f;ϕ0

Nc
fQ

2
fξ

ϕ0

μ ξϕ
0

f ρf
ϕ0gϕ0ðρf

ϕ0Þ; ðA3Þ
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where f ¼ t, b, τ, ϕ0 ¼ H, A, mf, Qf and Nc
f are the mass,

electric charge and color factor of the fermion f. The loop
functions are

gHðρÞ ¼
Z

1

0

dx
2xð1 − xÞ − 1

xð1 − xÞ − ρ
ln
xð1 − xÞ

ρ
;

gAðρÞ ¼
Z

1

0

dx
1

xð1 − xÞ − ρ
ln
xð1 − xÞ

ρ
: ðA4Þ

For light MA and tβ ≳ 30, the largest contribution is from
the Barr-Zee diagram with τ loop, mediated by A.

APPENDIX B: LEPTON FLAVOR
UNIVERSALITY OBSERVABLES IN THE 2HDM

For the HFLAV global fit results in the τ decay, the
coupling ratios in the 2HDM are5

gτ
gμ

¼
�
gτ
gμ

�
π

¼
�
gτ
gμ

�
K

¼ 1þ δloop;

gτ
ge

¼ 1þ δloop þ ϵτtree; ðB1Þ

gμ
ge

¼ 1þ ϵτtree; ðB2Þ

where δloop and ϵτtree are

δloop ¼
1

16π2
m2

τ t2β
v2

�
1þ 1

4
fkðρAH�Þ þ kðρHH�Þg

�
; ðB3Þ

ϵτtree ¼ δtree

�
δtree
8

−
mμ

mτ

gðρμτ Þ
fðρμτ Þ

�
: ðB4Þ

The expression in Eq. (B3) is valid in the Higgs alignment
limit, which is almost maintained in our model. Here δtree
denotes the generic tree-level contribution mediated by the
charged Higgs boson, given by

δtree ¼
mμmτt2β
M2

H�
: ðB5Þ

The loop functions in Eq. (B3) and Eq. (B4) are

kðxÞ ¼ ð1þ xÞ ln x=ð1 − xÞ;
gðxÞ ¼ 1þ 9x − 9x2 − x3 þ 6xð1þ xÞ ln x;

fðxÞ ¼ 1 − 8xþ 8x3 − x4 − 12x2 ln x: ðB6Þ

Among the Michel parameters in Eq. (22), the 2HDM
only affects ημ, ðξδÞμ, and ξμ as

ημ ¼ −
2δtreeð1þ δloopÞ

4þ δ2tree
; ðB7Þ

ðξδÞμ ¼
3

4
×
4ð1þ δloopÞ2 − δ2tree
4ð1þ δloopÞ2 þ δ2tree

; ðB8Þ

ξμ ¼
4ð1þ δloopÞ2 − δ2tree
4ð1þ δloopÞ2 þ δ2tree

: ðB9Þ

And the new contributions to the leptonic Z decays are
written as

ΓðZ → lþl−Þ
ΓðZ → eþe−Þ − 1

¼ 2gSML ReðδglLÞ þ 2gSMR ReðδglRÞ
ðgSML Þ2 þ ðgSML Þ2 ; ðl ¼ μ; τÞ ðB10Þ

where gSML ¼ s2W − 1=2, gSMR ¼ s2W , and the full expressions
for δgμ;τL=R at one-loop level are referred to Ref. [167].
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